
THE BIDI     DISPLAY
WITH ACRYLIC CASE

WWW.KAIVALBRANDS.COM

BIDI® STICKS!

HOLDS

100

OTCQB: KAVL

https://kaivalbrands.com/


Minimum order of  a
full pallet required

*A full pallet contains 40 cases 
of 100-Pack Display Case

Included with the free 
acrylic display case

Cost of BIDI® Stick for this 
promo if not bought in
full pallet*

$675.00

100 BIDI® STICK

$7.00

SHIPPING FEE
$30/PALLET*

ORDER A BOX

All cases are loaded and flavors cannot be 
substituted on initial order.

ARCTIC

GOLD

SUMMER

REGAL

MARIGOLD

TROPIC

DAWN

ZEST

SOLAR

WINTER

FLAVORS

https://wholesale.bidivapor.com/account/


ORDER NOW

Each 10-pack contains ten (10) pieces 
of single-pack BIDI® Sticks.

https://wholesale.bidivapor.com/account/


FREE MARKETING
MATERIALS

12x18 in size 
POSTER

4x6 in size 
STICKERS

Black/Yellow
DOOR DECAL

For every minimum order of 
the 100-Pack BIDI® Sticks 
with acrylic case, we will be 
providing you with marketing 
materials for free.



EXPLORE FLAVORS

https://wholesale.bidivapor.com/account/


GOLD
Formerly known as Fruity Mango

FRESH MANGO

WINTER
Formerly known as Lush Ice

WATERMELON + MELON + MENTHOL

TROPIC
Formerly known as Blazing Vibe

MANGO + APPLE + ORANGE

REGAL
Formerly known as Dragon Venom

DRAGON FRUIT + STRAWBERRY

DAWN
Formerly known as Champion Juice

MINT + GINGER + LEMON

BIDI® STICK FLAVORS



BIDI® STICK FLAVORS

MARIGOLD
Formerly known as Icy Mango 

MANGO + MENTHOL

ARCTIC
Formerly known as Mint Freeze

MINT + MENTHOL

SUMMER
Formerly known as Kick Start

BLUEBERRY + POMEGRANATE

ZEST
Formerly known as Jungle Juice

MELON + PINEAPPLE + BANANA

SOLAR
Formerly known as Berry Blast

STRAWBERRY + BLUEBERRY



BIDI® VAPOR TAKES ACTION  

AGE
BIDI® Stick ensures comprehensive verification 
process prior to any sale or transaction. We have 
employed a state-of-the-art third party company 
that is in place and ensures that no underage user 
can purchase a BIDI® Stick without verifying their 
legal age across multiple databases and 
background checks. 

BIDI®
be cautious of fake BIDI® Sticks sold online. To 
ensure that your BIDI® Sticks are authentic, 

BIDI® Vapor has already taken proper action to 
completely eradicate fake BIDI® Sticks sold online. 
We assure you that we are taking the precautionary 

purchase on our online store or through www.gopuff.com.

in making the BIDI® experience game-changing for you. 

https://wholesale.bidivapor.com
www.gopuff.com


Easily check on the progress of your orders or verify the status of 
your incoming deliveries by logging into your account.  Never lose 
track of your purchase from ordering, shipping, in  transit,  all the 

way to your doorstep, storefront, or warehouse. 



®

BIDI® Stick stands out in the vaping industry for its environment-friendly 
initiatives. It recognizes its responsibility to the environment by protecting it from 
adverse effects caused by improper disposal of nicotine and batteries from 
electronic cigarettes.

BIDI® Stick is the forerunner of environmental sensitivity efforts of proper waste 
disposal of electronic cigarettes across the globe. BIDI® Stick promotes this by 
empowering our consumers to send their used BIDI® Sticks back to us. In 
exchange, consumers receive a BIDI® Stick as a token of appreciation for helping 
to save the environment.

BIDI® Stick has a battery that can last until the premium e-liquid is deployed. 
Advanced and high-grade, this RoHS, CE, and FCC-Certified battery is required 
for efficient recycling and the most minimal environmental impact.

BIDI® Stick is empowering people's mindsets against the improper waste disposal 
of disposable electronic cigarettes. We are diligently working to save the Earth 
from this negative environmental impact and provide a path towards 
sustainability. Save the planet, one BIDI® Stick at a time!

LEARN MORE

https://bidicares.com/


SAVE YOUR BIDI®.
SAVE OUR PLANET.

®

LEARN MORE

https://bidicares.com/



